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BACK TO SCHOOL
Speech-Impaired and Multiply-Disabled Students
Receive Help and Guidance at Rock Brook School
“It is hard for these students to do things we take
for granted.”
This is what W. Glenn Famous, executive director of
the Rock Brook School, witnesses every day.
This includes explaining
what you think to another
person, and understanding
his or her response; tossing
a ball or Frisbee; walking
from one place to another
without fear of falling; reading a book and understanding the contents; and noticing facial expressions and
gestures of other people
and understanding their
meaning.
Indeed, most people practice these commonplace activities every day without a
thought. But for the students
at Rock Brook School, they
present difficulties and challenges they must work hard
to overcome.
New Concepts
Fou nded in 1974, t he
school was established to
provide intensive education
services for children aged
2-1/2 to 6 coping with language and sensory motor
difficulties. This was the
first comprehensive education program for preschool

special education students
in Somerset County. The
low student-to-teacher ratio
and the emphasis on remediating language and communication skills at an early
age were new concepts at
the time.
In addition, occupational
therapy was provided to
work on balance and coordination, which was also a
new component of programming for children with developmental disabilities.
Now located at 109 Orchard Road in Skillman,
the nonprofit private school
is approved by the New Jersey State Department of
Education and has received
accreditation from the CESMSA Middle States Commission on Elementary Schools
(MSCES).
Over the years, the school
has grown and adapted to
meet the needs of the students and the community,
reports Famous, who recently became executive director
after a long and successful
career as principal of several elementary and middle
schools in South Brunswick.
“We now have more than
50 students, from 3 years
old to 21, and coming from

25 different school districts
in central New Jersey, including Princeton, Franklin
Park, West Windsor, and
Hillsboro, among others,”
he reports.
Multi-Sensory
Instruction
“The students are sent to
us from public schools’ special education programs. In
most cases, the home school
district pays tuition, if placement is approved through
the Individual Education
Plan ( IEP) process. Every
student has been evaluated
by their previous school, including by a social worker
and psychologist.”
Once accepted at Rock
Brook, the students engage
in multi-sensor y instruction, which meets the New
Jersey Core Cur r icu lu m
Standards, and is designed
to help students reach their
highest level of achievement
in learning, and independence in their development
of social and living skills. In
time, some students are able
to return to their previous
school.
Students at Rock Brook
are coping with a variety
of condit ions, including

LEVELS OF LEARNING: “Each of our students has his or her own unique story to tell. Most of
them are multiply disabled and communication-impaired, who are trying hard, with the help of
our staff, to progress and learn,” says W. Glenn Famous, executive director of the Rock Brook
School in Skillman. Shown are staff members enjoying a time out on the large play set in the
spacious playground.
autism, hearing impairment,
seizure disorders, developmental delay, and numerous
problems such as cerebral
palsy and other physical
disabilities. They may experience fine and gross motor
difficulties, short attention
span, difficulty focusing,
and behavioral problems,
among many other conditions.
Students at Rock Brook
receive academic instruction
and an array of support services according to their IEP.
All classes are taught with

a team, multi-focused approach, and a full academic
program is provided, including technology instruction.
Individual speech/language
therapy is emphasized, and
speech and language remediation is incorporated into
all phases of the curriculum.
“We are the only school
in the state with a full-time
teacher and full-time speech
therapist in every class,”
points out Famous. “They
also all have occupational
and physical therapy. Students are grouped together

in classes according to levels
of ability, and our teacherstudent ratio is very low,
with no more than 10 students in a class and often
fewer. The teachers are all
trained in special education,
and some have additional
qualifications in specific disabilities.”
Speech/language specialists, occupational and physical therapists, learning disability teacher consultants,
board- cer tified behav ior
analysts, and technology
Continued on Next Page

Life is complicated. Life is stressful.
For more than 52 years, Trinity Counseling Service
has been committed to providing mental health
access, regardless of financial resources.

In addition to therapy delivered by our experienced clinicians,
we offer education and resources focused on mental health and
wellness for our social media followers and on our website.
Below are a sample of recent popular posts.

If you do not already, please follow us to receive these resources as
well as more information about our services.

Trinity Counseling Service
353 Nassau Street, Princeton

Instagram @trinitycounselingservice
Facebook @TrinityCounselingService

T: 609-924-0060

Twitter @TCSPrinceton
LinkedIn company/trinity-counseling-service

www.trinitycounseling.org
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consultants are all available.
In addition, a nurse is on site
at all times.
Positive Interaction
Instruction is offered in
four programs: preschool,
ages 3 to 5; elementary, K
through sixth grade; middle,
seventh, and eighth; and
high school, grades nine
and up and post-grad, ages
14 to 21.
Each program provides
appropriate curriculum for
students’ age and level of
ability. Persisting with tasks,
ability to follow directions,
working with a group, positive interaction with adults
and other children are all
emphasized along with the
academic focus on English/
language arts, mathematics,
writing, science and social
studies.
In addition, the high
school/post graduate program offers opportunities
for students to work in jobs
outside the school. Its mission is to help students attain the skills and knowledge necessary to become
independent and successful
in society through community-based experiences.
Students have worked in
a number of different situations, including for such employers as Princeton Center
Health & Yoga, SAVE — A
Friend to Homeless Animals, Mary Jacobs Library,
and others. “These opportunities can help students gain
self-esteem,” notes Famous.
“Building self-confidence is
embedded in all our programs and classes.”
Outdoor Setting
In addition to the academic-

focused classes, counseling
and play therapy groups,
weekly art and music activities, physical education,
and individualized behavior
management plans are part
of the overall student program.
E xercise in a spacious
outdoor setting is available,
with a large play set, swings,
and a basketball court, also
suitable for bike riding. Interaction with parents is frequent, with visits, updates,
and discussions.
COV ID -19 has been a
crucial factor in how Rock
Brook has functioned in
recent months. Virtual programs have been in place
since March, and now the
hope is to open on site in
late September. “The virus has been an absolute
struggle, a tremendous challenge,” says Famous. “What
we hope to do now is to have
a virtual program for two
or three weeks, and then
welcome students back to
school safely with a shorter
day, and of course, following
all the safety precautions.
Actually, all of the virus issues present a teaching opportunity, with the masks,
hand washing, temperature
taking, etc.
“We did have a shortened
summer camp this past July,
as part of our Extended Year
Program, and this provided
our st udents w it h many
chances to socialize, exercise, learn new skills, and
have a sense of normalcy.
The program also provided
their parents much-needed
relief from their service as
at-home teachers, caretakers, therapists, and aides on
top of their already full-time
role as parents, and remote
workers. We considered this

a Parent Relief Program for
a half-day, two days a week
— a gift to the parents.”
Important Insights
“Beyond offering a great
service to our students and
parents, our camp experience provided us with important insights into how
we can re-open this September,” continues Famous.
“And the best news is that
we were able to make it
through without a single instance of anyone becoming
infected with the virus.
“Students really look forward to coming to school.
There is comfort in routine
and structure, and the focus
is to get back to where we
were before the virus, and
regain what we have lost.”
Famous looks forward to
Rock Brook being able to
continue its important work
in making a positive difference in the students’ lives. “I
love the challenge and problem-solving of this work,
and being with people who
are unique and different.
“I love the kids, families,
and the staff and their dedication. I really want to tip
my hat to our staff because
they continually go above
and beyond. Our teachers use patience and compassion as they work with
kids who are struggling to
communicate. People who
choose to work with these
students have the patience,
positivity, and motivation
to help the kids go forward.
This is very hard work, and
it can be exhausting.”
But the rewards can outweigh the difficult moments,
and they are so important,
he emphasizes.
“It’s wonderful when we

Now Enrolling!

In Person Preschool Classes for Ages 2-6 Years
•
•
•
•
•
•

COVID ready: enhanced cleaning protocols,
use of PPE and social distancing in place
Small class sizes - average 5-6 students
Affordable monthly tuition rates
Monday - Friday staggered schedules 8am-5pm
Breakfast, Lunch and Snack Daily
Bilingual Staff

Spaces are limited.
Call (609) 921-8606 today to schedule a tour!
For more information contact:
pmskids@gmail.com
www.princetonnurseryschool.org

Boys! Girls!
Sing with us!
SCHEDULE YOUR AUDITION NOW.
NEW SESSIONS START SOON.

Westrick Music Academy programs will begin virtually
in the fall, with choristers meeting weekly via zoom for
choir and musicianship training. We have an exciting
lineup of virtual performances and events, and will
monitor health and safety guidelines to determine
when it is wise to begin singing together.

Continued on Next Page

in-person • virtual • pod

Register now
for Fall Classes
thedancecorner.org • (609) 799-9677

RSVP: Auditions@WestrickMusic.org
Or call us at 609-688-1888
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and actually understand it.
This is such an affirmation
Continued from Previous Page
of what we are doing. It is
see a student who is strug- very rewarding to realize we
gling with understanding are here doing something rebe able to say a new word ally special.”

For more information regarding the school’s reopening and hours, call (908)
431-9500. Website: www.
rock-brook.org.
—Jean Stratton

KIND
HAPPY
CURIOUS
ENGAGED

Montessori makes a difference.

Our Infant, Toddler, and Primary programs are safe,
developmentally-responsive, and led by credentialed child
experts. A high-quality Montessori experience ensures children
move into their elementary years as explorers, thinkers, doers,
and kind community members who are curious and courteous.
We remain committed to putting the health and safety of our
community first and are following the guidelines set out by the
State and CDC regarding Covid-19 concerns.

Limited Openings for fall 2020

princetonmontessori.org • 609-924-4594
Tuition Assistance is Available

Princeton

Montessori School
Nurturing Potential. Igniting Passion.

Arts Council of Princeton parties too!

Stay creative and connected
this fall! Let the Arts Council
of Princeton take care of art
this fall.
Both virtual and small group
in-person classes and workshops are enrolling NOW and
are taught by our incredible
professional teaching artists.
Running from September 19
all the way through December
12, your young artists can try
their hand at ceramics, painting, mixed media, fiber arts,
and more.
In-person Classes & Workshops: Keep the creativity
coming! All in-person classes
are taught using social distancing measures and masks
are required for both students
and instructors. The Arts
Council follows all current
standards, including temperature checks upon entry to the
building. Tools, supplies and
ceramic wheel stations are
not shared, and class sizes
are limited.
Virtual Sessions: Enjoy
unique art-making sessions,
led by our professional teaching artists, from the comfort
of home! All you’ll need is
Wi-Fi and a computer or other
device with a built in camera.
Students will receive an email
with Zoom instructions and
info regarding supplies prior
to the first class.
Private Pods: If you’ve
formed your own “pod”
or “extended bubble” with
friends and neighbors to help
keep your elementary and
middle schoolers busy, take
advantage of our Private Pod
Classes. Private Pods are held
at the Arts Council of Princeton and run for 1-2 hours.
Sessions can be tailored to
your groups’ interests, and
make for fun, safe birthday

website for more details about
Enroll today at artscouncil- this program, Kids Night Out,
ofprinceton.org or email edu- and Adults Night Out. See you
cation@artscouncilofprince- at the studio!
Princeton Shopping Center,
ton.org for more information.
301
N. Harrison Street, back
Cambridge School
Cambridge School is an parking lot near NY Sports
extraordinary place where Club. www.princeton.colorchildren who learn differently memine.com.
thrive. We’re an independent The Dance Corner
The Dance Corner (TDC),
day school that specializes
in learning disabilities — in- conveniently located in the
cluding dyslexia, dysgraphia, Southfield Shopping Center,
dyscalculia, ADHD, and au- is thrilled to begin a new seaditory processing disorder, son! 2020 marks the studio’s
among others. Our program 20th year bringing quality
is built on evidence-based re- dance instruction to the local
search and a student-centered and neighboring communiapproach to education that ties. The Dance Corner is
provides an individualized proud to offer a diverse variand specialized, yet compre- ety of classes in multiple styles
hensive school experience. All for all ages, preschool through
of our teachers are language adult. TDC offers recreational
specialists, who use direct, dance classes, adult classes,
explicit instruction with multi- and summer camps taught
sensory teaching methods to by experienced teachers who
pride themselves on the reincrease learning.
To learn more about Cam- lationships they build with
bridge School please visit their students. Additionally,
thecambridgeschool.org. 100 The Dance Corner is home to
Straube Center Boulevard, the West Windsor Plainsboro
Pennington; (609) 730-9553. Dance Company, and an audition-only Elite Competition
Color Me Mine
Team.
Color Me Mine is a paint-itAs we enter an unusual
yourself pottery studio located
school
year, new considerat the Princeton Shopping
Center; you pick a piece of ations come to mind when
pottery and paint it, we will choosing after-school activiglaze/fire it for you! We also ties. Are you looking for ways
host birthday parties, sum- to increase your child’s physimer camp, special events, and cal activity, particularly as we
workshops using clay, canvas, head into the cooler months?
Are you seeking ways to inand pottery.
crease your child’s social
This fall we are holding an interaction at a time when
Art Enrichment Program to school days face a new norsupplement virtual school- mal? The Dance Corner will
ing. A little socialization be offering all classes listed
and a whole lot of art! Every on the studio schedule with an
Wednesday one of our artists option for in-person or virtual
will demonstrate a project instruction. All virtual classes
using clay, canvas, pottery, will have a dedicated assistant
paint pour, or mosaics. Kids teacher to help incorporate
can follow along or work on
Continued on Next Page
their own project. Head to our

Because we need dance,
now more than ever.

Princeton Dance &
Theater Studio
The Finest Dance Education
in the Region
Safe in-studio and remote options

Beginner to Advanced Classes
Ballet · Tap · Hip Hop · Jazz · Modern
Princeton Forrestal Village | studiomanager@princetondance.com
(609) 514-0600 | princetondance.com

Continued from Previous Page

remote dancers into the class
in real time. All classes will
integrate TDC’s high quality
instruction with opportunities for relationship building
and fun.
Are you choosing to enroll
your child in distance learning, home-schooling, or a
learning pod? Are you looking for activities that will enrich after-school hours, while
maintaining safety in an established cohort? New for 20-21,
The Dance Corner is offering
in person and online private
classes for small groups. Contact Miss Amy to arrange for
a private small group class
in the dance style(s) of your
choice. Private classes can be
arranged during school hours
or on weekends. Large group
virtual classes can also be arranged for groups larger than
five students.
Rest assured that The Dance
Corner is strictly adhering to
current government guidelines within the studio. As
such, class sizes are capped
and are filling quickly! Please
visit us at thedancecorner.org
to learn first-hand what makes
The Dance Corner home to
so many families. For more
information, please contact
Miss Amy at (609) 799-9677
or at dance@thedancecorner.
org. We look forward to seeing you this fall!

Martin Center for Dance

Martin Center for Dance
offers a full complement of
classes for both in person and
online attendance to local students as well as dance lovers
across the U.S. and Europe.
We are dedicated to continuing our excellent training for
all of our dancers in this difficult time. World-class training

is the hallmark of our faculty.
We pride ourselves in the care
we take to focus on each individual to ensure a good physical workout with personal attention to detail. This is what
makes our training so special.
Each class is carefully
choreographed with our student’s dance spaces in mind
to ensure safe and fulfilling
classes, improve technique,
build strength, and inspire
artistic growth. Dancers taking classes in person enjoy
our spacious studios with the
comfort of knowing we are
creating the safest space possible for in person dancing.
With ballet classes for children age 3 and above, adult
ballet class for all levels, and
our innovative Adult Contemporary Movement classes for
anyone wanting to just move,
we are dedicated to providing
the best dance training in the
region and a nurturing and exciting dance community for all
to enjoy.
Martin Center for Dance
— The Place to Dance. 11
Princess Rd, Suite 11G, Lawrenceville. (609) 937-8878;
MartinBartonArts.com.

has consulted with more than
50 public and private schools
and has been an invited
speaker for several educational institutions including the
Cleveland Clinic. She holds
her master’s degree in Special Education from Rutgers
University, is a NJ licensed
Learning Consultant, and is a
Board Certified Behavior Analyst (BCBA), and is an adjunct
professor in the Department
of Special Education at Monmouth University.
With 25 years of experience, Nina Finkler can help
families and school districts
with their with their autism/
behavioral needs.
Our multidisciplinary team
of professionals including a
Learning Consultant (LDTC),
a Speech Pathologist, and
a Board Certified Behavior
Analyst (BCBA) are able to
provide comprehensive evaluation services to accurately
identify children and adults
with autism spectrum disorder and prescribe treatment
options.
Nina Finkler Autism Consulting is a NJ Department
of Education approved clinic
to provide independent child
Nina Finkler Autism
study team evaluations. 34
Consulting, LLC
Pineybranch Road, East WindNina Finkler, M.Ed., LDT/C,
sor. (609) 608-5061; nfauBCBA, founder and president
tismconsulting@gmail.com.
of Nina Finkler Autism ConNotre
Dame High School
sulting, LLC, has been workNotre Dame High School
ing in the autism field since
1991. Her experience includes will open the 2020-21 school
extensive practical application year in a Hybrid Model, and
of applied behavior analysis, we cannot wait to welcome
curriculum development, pro- our students and faculty back
fessional and parent training, to campus!
consultation, and assessment.
The Notre Dame Hybrid
Nina has presented at both model will divide the student
the state and national level body into two cohorts: Cohort
on various topics including ef- A and Cohort B. Our unique
fective teaching strategies for model provides one week of
students with autism, behavior in-person instruction and one
management strategies, and
educational assessment. She
Continued on Page 17

We bring out the best in boys in

It’s a
new day
for college
admissions.
Now more than ever, your story is
more important than your test scores.
You are not a number.

feel comfortable sharing
With reduced emphasis on SAT and personal or family information
that may characterize the truly
ACT scores, the deciding factor
differentiating attributes that
will be you. The story you tell
about yourself in your applications will gain them acceptance at
the colleges of their choice.
and interviews will be vital. For
Further, many school guidance
many students, the ability to
counselors are biased by their
convey their personal story in a
compelling manner will determine prior knowledge of the student,
and they rarely have enough time
who is accepted to the college of
to dedicate focused one-on-one
their choice, and who is not.
attention to your child.

A note to parents:
Better grades and test scores
have always been important,
and your investment in tutoring
and learning center services
has helped bring your child to
the threshold of advancement.
While some school counseling
offices offer assistance with
essays, many students don’t

Perfect Positive Projections
provides affordable, individualized
assistance for your student in
the crucial process of defining,
shaping, refining, and delivering
the messages that college
admissions committees use to
decide whether your child is
passed over, or is admitted to the
colleges of their choice.

Perfect Positive Projections
www.PerfectPositiveProjections.com • Princeton, NJ
609-433-5012 • PerfectPositiveProjections@gmail.com

learning environment!

Princeton Academy plans to reopen in
the fall and leverage its 50-acre campus
to provide a safe and joyful learning
experience. There are a few spots
remaining for the 2020–21 school year...
Inquire today!

princetonacademy.org/reopening
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A coeducational college preparatory
boarding and day school,
Grades 9 through 12

LOOKING FOR A BETTER OPTION THIS FALL?
Solebury School offers a strong academic program and rich
community experience that prioritizes student safety.
6832 Phillips Mill Road • New Hope, PA 18938
215.862.5261 • Solebury.org

Offering in-person, remote &
hybrid options 5 days a week
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APPLY Now
609.921.2330
www.stuartschool.org

Stuart will support your daughter’s
education in the safest way possible with:
small classes • extensive investments
in technology • facility upgrades to ensure
school’s air quality • robust financial aid program

Continued from Page 15

week of concurrent learning
from home, which will alternate student time on campus
weekly. Those students logging-in to their classes from
home will experience the
same live-instruction as their
on-campus peers.
In our hybrid model, students will be socially distanced
by 6 feet in all classrooms.
Cohorts in the online instruction week will attend classes
remotely in real time through
the use of classroom webcams
and additional technology
being installed in our classrooms. The online instruction experience from home
will provide the traditional
in-classroom experience while
allowing Notre Dame students
to maintain safe and mandated social distancing protocols.
Special care has been taken
to measure each classroom to
ensure the number of students
present at any time allows for
the mandated 6 feet of social
distancing. Our number one
goal is to ensure the health
and well-being of every member of the Notre Dame Family.
Beyond the health and safety of our Notre Dame family,
we will continue to nurture
students who are confident,
critical thinkers and college
ready. Notre Dame will provide the high level of instruction our students have been
accustomed to, both in-person
and virtually. Very limited
space is still available at all
grade levels. To learn more,
visit us at ndnj.org or call
(609) 882-7901.

Princeton Academy of
the Sacred Heart

A Message from Princeton Academy of the Sacred
Heart Headmaster Alfred

(Rik) F. Dugan III:
Today, we find ourselves in
the throes of two pandemics
— one a global health crisis
and the other a social crisis fueled by racial injustice. In this
moment we must pause, reflect on what we have learned
during this time, and move
forward with care, purpose,
and grace. Princeton Academy of the Sacred Heart is
responding to both pandemics with creativity, compassion, and courage. Regarding
public health, the only way we
will succeed in this moment
is if we as individuals do our
part, trust each other, act in
the best interest of one another, and join together as one
strong community. Regarding racial injustice, we must
be radically anti-racist and
educate our young men to act
with intentionality as such; we
must devote ourselves to addressing and fixing issues of
injustice, and we must never
be silent. Our mission is a
cause and in this way, we will
uplift our beloved community
and contribute to the wellbeing of humankind.
We know that our current
landscape is changing every day and thus, Princeton
Academy remains nimble and
responsive. Decisions regarding the opening of school will
always be based on smart
public health practices, best
available science, and an understanding of what is best
for our community. This is
our reality and we will make
the most of every moment.
We have a plan that prioritizes
health and safety and seeks to
mitigate risk, with an understanding that it is impossible
to eliminate all risks. There is
no doubt about it, this effort
will take all of us to be all in
and it will require immense

Following a successful five
weeks of in-person and virtual
Summer Programs, aligned
with current CDC health and
safety guidelines, Princeton
Ballet School is pleased to announce that the Fall session
will continue to be a mix of inPrinceton Ballet
person and online instruction.
School
Classes begin September 9 for
It’s Safety First at Prince- all levels ages 3 through adult.
ton Ballet School, the official
The health and wellness of
school of American Repertory
students, faculty, and staff
Ballet.
trust. The physical and emotional health and well-being of
our students, alumni, families,
faculty, staff, and trustees will
always be our top priority. I
am confident that we will succeed, together.

remain the organization’s top
priority. The School’s safety
measures have been developed following all CDC, state,
and local guidelines, and were
reviewed by the Princeton
health officer during a site
visit in June 2020. The School
will continue to communicate
closely with health officials
and adapt these measures as
needed.
Families may choose a

Where Children Who Learn
Differently Thrive
Ⓡ

hybrid schedule, where classes are grouped into two cohorts and alternate between
weekly in-person and online
instruction. Class sizes will be
limited to accommodate social
distancing guidelines and provide an opportunity for even
more individualized attention.
Students may also take a
“virtual only” path and participate in live-stream classes
Continued on Next Page

Proven Leader in
Educating
Students with:
►Dyslexia
►ADHD
►Executive
Function
Challenges
►Language Based
Learning
Differences

Continuous Learning
Remote On Campus Blended
⚪

⚪

Grades K-12

100 Straube Center Blvd. Pennington, NJ ⬥ 609.730.9553 ⬥ www.thecambridgeschool.org

CONFIDENT
CRITICAL THINKER
COLLEGE READY
Limited Space Still Available for
In-Person Hybrid or Virtual Learning.
Contact Laura Sarubbi 609-882-7901

601 LAWRENCE ROAD, LAWRENCEVILLE, NJ I NDNJ.ORG
NDHS_Town Topics.indd 1
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from home. This option also
allows for greater flexibility
and students may switch to
the hybrid option at any time
if space allows.

While American Repertory
Ballet’s traditional Nutcracker will not be in theaters this
holiday season, Princeton
Ballet School is committed to
providing safe and enriching
performance opportunities for
students.

Princeton Ballet School will
be designing a new production, featuring scene selections from American Repertory Ballet’s Nutcracker and
adapting choreography for
appropriate social distancing
guidelines. Professional artists from American Repertory
Ballet will also participate.
This production will also
have both fully in-person and
virtual options so that students
can experience the continuity
of rehearsals, coaching, and
community building during
this Fall and holiday season.
To learn more, please visit
arballet.org or call (609) 9217758.

at YWCA Princeton

Princeton Dance and
Theater Studio

Princeton Dance and Theater Studio, Inc. was founded
in 2003 by Susan Jaffe (former principal dancer at American Ballet Theater) and Risa

Kaplowitz (former principal
dancer with Dayton Ballet). Its
mission is to provide students
with the highest quality training available enabling them
to grow as performing artists
and dance enthusiasts.
While PDT anticipates many
of its students to grow into
professional performers, its
main goal is to empower all
students with confidence, discipline, and creativity. These
attributes, along with an appreciation for the performing
arts, are often the result of
authentic dance training. The
skills gained by exceptional
dance training last a lifetime.
Princeton Dance and Theater Studio’s purpose is to
provide the best possible
dance education for all ages
in a supportive environment.
We believe that great dance
training fosters physical and
mental acuity, self-awareness,
intrinsic motivation, determination, grace, and a lifelong
appreciation for the arts.
How we are dealing with
COVID-19: We are taking the
pandemic very seriously and
are providing stringent cleaning using medical-grade antiviral products, options to take
classes in-studio with socialdistancing and masks or live
online via Zoom, and the use
of a satellite studio across the
pedestrian walkway to comply with capacity limits. 116
Rockingham Row, Princeton.
For more information, call
(609) 514-1600; email studiomanager@princetondance.
com, or visit princetondance.
com.

The Burke Foundation

Early Childhood Center
at YWCA Princeton

Princeton Friends
School

Princeton Friends School
is planning for an in-person
return to campus this September. Under the new Head of

If you have questions,
we have answers.

School, Melissa Carroll, PFS
has released a multi-prong
plan for on-campus and hybrid learning in September.
Additionally, the school has
welcomed a new leadership
team.
The School’s initial “Reconnecting” plan was released in
early July. PFS is looking forward to welcoming the entire
student body back to campus
for a five-day-a-week program
this fall. Princeton Friends has
the ability to utilize small class
sizes and with an emphasis
on project based, hands-on
learning. Outdoor classrooms,
an environmental education
makerspace and a library
on the move are a few of the
adjustments being made in
preparation.
In the spring, teams worked
to re-envision the use of
grounds to maximize outdoor
capabilities and efficiencies.
Teachers have engaged all
summer, thinking reflectively
about their practice as it relates to place based and virtual learning.
Added this year will be a
virtual learning experience
that will allow all students to
actively engage, whether at
home or on campus. This will
allow for continuity in the case
of disruption.
Princeton Friends has reaffirmed its commitment to the
Quaker SPICES. Tenants of
Simplicity, Peace, Integrity,
Community, Equality, and
Stewardship remains evergreen in the face of tumult. As
PFS navigates forward in all iterations, anti-bias and justice
work will be the cornerstone.
Princeton Friends School,
PreK-8th is committed to
creating a diverse, vibrant
learning community in which
young people engage their

natural curiosity; discover
and express their individual
voices and gifts; acquire intellectual, physical, artistic,
and life skills; and develop
a sense of responsibility for
themselves and others. If you
would like to learn more about
the school, please contact Dr.
Robbin Washington-Smart,
Director of Strategic Enrollment and Financial Aid at
rsmart@princetonfriends.org.

Princeton Montessori
School

A message from Michelle
Morrison, Head of School:
I’m proud to share that
Princeton Montessori School
will welcome back all of our
students to campus, five days
a week, this fall. Thanks to
our beautiful and spacious
grounds, along with capped
enrollments for each program, we’re able to accommodate the students in small
cohorts as they learn in shaded outdoor classrooms commissioned especially for this
school year.
Adhering to CDC guidelines and working closely
with medical consultants including an epidemiologist,
pediatric physician, and child
psychologist, we’ve adopted
a number of new health and
safety protocols intended to
provide multiple layers of
protection for both students
and staff. These include the
installation of iWave AdvantageAir Purification Bi-Polar
Ionization units to our HVAC
units, increased disinfection
and personal hygiene mandates, morning temperature
screenings for all faculty and
students, mask requirements
for all students over the age of
2, and social distancing.
Beyond our core curriculum
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As a BCBA with 25 years experience working in the
autism field, Nina Finkler can provide
consultations, therapy and training to families
Friday
- 6:00pm
and 7:30am
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Learn more by visiting
Monday - Friday 7:30am - 6:00pm
more at:
Monday
Friday
7:30am
6:00pm
www.finklerautism.com
Learn more at:
ywcaprinceton.org/childcare
nceton.org/childcare
or call (609)
608-5061
Learn
more at:
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in each program, we’re able
to continue offering the fullbreadth of our educational experience with special subjects,
including foreign language,
art, music, fitness, and mindfulness. These classes will
take place in a modified way
that will limit exposure for
both the instructor and students. Thanks to these many
thoughtful adaptations, we
can continue to provide an
irreplaceable learning and
socializing experience for our
students while adhering to the
strictest safety guidelines and
protocols.
I take heart in the fact that
we ran a successful, primarily outdoor summer program
for young children, SummerQuest, while not having any
cases of COVID-19 within that
community and saw first-hand
that our safety procedures are
manageable and easily accepted by the children. Many
of our SummerQuest parents
mentioned how relieved they
were to have a safe space for
their children to enjoy the
summer months with friends
and beloved teachers. We
look forward to providing
that same level of safety and
high-quality academic experience for all of our students in
September.

Solebury School

A message f rom Tom
Wilschutz, Head of Solebury
School:
The upcoming school year
at Solebury School will be a
rich and robust educational
experience, inclusive of strong
academics and active community engagement. We are offering in-person education five
days a week, along with the
option for students to attend
these classes remotely. As a
small school located on 140
acres, our return to campus
is much more feasible than
for many other educational
institutions; having multiple
buildings with open-air walkways offers space and safeguards allowing for in-person
learning. You can read more
about our plan and how we
are prioritizing safety at solebury.org.
Here is a bit about our

school and our campus. Nestled on a rolling 140-acres
in the Pennsylvania countryside, Solebury students and
faculty pursue learning as an
exciting, shared endeavor between teachers and students.
This unique approach to education is not happenstance,
but rather the cornerstone to
Solebury’s educational philosophy, dating back to the vision
of the four founders in 1925.
To achieve and sustain this
vibrant atmosphere, Solebury
is crafted to be intentionally
small. Our size fosters quality communication among our
students, teachers, and parents, and enables our teachers
to really get to know their students as individuals. At Solebury, the individual is prized.
Solebury students do not fit a
mold, but in their dress, their
avocations, and their passions, they are encouraged
to express themselves and
to strive for their personal
excellence, intellectually, artistically, and athletically. The
result is a magical learning
environment, characterized
by a wonderful tension between creativity and diversity,
balanced against an ethos of
cooperative learning between
students and teachers.
Solebury is a unique and
exciting school — a community that fosters our students’ learning and growth,
academically and socially. At
Solebury, our many differences are both celebrated and
nourished in a casual, friendly
atmosphere that permeates
the community. I encourage
you to learn more about our
school at solebury.org and
during one of our upcoming
virtual open houses.

Stuart Country Day
School of the Sacred Heart

Discover the all-girls’ advantage — on campus or online!
Stuart Country Day School of
the Sacred Heart will be offering in-person, remote, and
hybrid instruction options to
families five days a week this
fall. We are able to provide a
safe environment for learning
due to our campus layout,
small class sizes, extensive
investments in technology to
enable live instruction for remote learners, and facility upgrades to monitor and ensure
the school’s air quality.

Confident. Curious. Caring.

Our expert faculty are also
leaders in delivering live remote instruction. When the
school closed and shifted
to distance learning back in
March, our teaching staff nimbly transitioned to teaching
live and were able to deliver
the Stuart experience of academic excellence and socialemotional support.
A parent of daughters in
both the Lower and Middle
School said, “The transition
from normal school to virtual
school was incredible — both
from the academic side and
the emotional well-being side
of our girls. It was visible from
the beginning that the faculty
worked very hard to get it right
without wasting any time.
Through the whole distance
learning process, seeing my
daughters still fully engaged
and inspired is so comforting
and reassuring.” Learn more
at www.stuartschool.org.

Trinity Counseling
Service

A message from Dr. Whitney B. Ross, Executive Director of Trinity Counseling
Service:
Two weeks ago, the CDC
released an updated report
highlighting effects of COVID-19 on young adults.
The report stated: “Younger
adults, racial/ethnic minorities, essential workers, and
unpaid adult caregivers reported having experienced
disproportionately worse
mental health outcomes, increased substance use, and
elevated suicidal ideation.”
(CDC.gov) According to this
report, more than 1 in 10
Americans and more than 1
in 4, 18- to 24-year-olds have
seriously considered suicide in
the last 30 days.
The New York Times referenced the CDC findings and
stated ways in which young
adults (18-24) are “crumbling”
and are symptomatic in proportions not seen before. As
the mother of two college-age
children, I’m personally more
anxious than ever before. The
nature and degree of isolation they are experiencing
is profound and unfamiliar.
My husband and I aren’t allowed on campus should we
feel the need to check-in.

And many family’s lives have
been upended with financial
aid denied, because they live
overseas, or because a family
member has died due to COVID; tragedy hard to imagine.
So, what can we do?
The CDC recommends telehealth as well as increased
com mu n it y -level mental
health interventions. This

is the work of Trinity Counseling Service. We feel the
sense of urgency, and we are
determined to increase and
expand our support.
In addition to teletherapy
delivered by our experienced
therapists, via our social media platforms we are providing
resources for mental health
and wellness (see page 1 of

Back to School section) to
widen our reach and amplify
our impact. Follow us for news
about our Speaker Series and
virtual workshops on a variety
of topics, and please reach out
if there are topics and areas
of interest you would like to
see addressed. We are here
to support our community.
Together, we are strong.

SAFETY MEASURES HAVE BEEN DEVELOPED IN ACCORDANCE
WITH THE CDC, STATE AND LOCAL GUIDELINES

PRINCETON
BALLET
SCHOOL
the official school of American
Repertory Ballet

CRANBURY | PRINCETON | NEW BRUNSWICK

NOW ENROLLING
for FALL 2020!
OUTSTANDING FACULTY
LIVE MUSIC * GENERATIONS OF SUCCESS
SMALL CLASSES | IN-PERSON OR VIRTUAL OPTIONS AVAILABLE

ARBALLET.ORG | 609.921.7758
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